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Abstrat. Projet-based approah was integrated into the Computer si-

ene programme at New Bulgarian University to enhane the learning pro-

ess for �rst year students. A multidisiplinary projet based on main on-

epts of Programming and Disrete mathematis was designed and devel-

oped. The onepts and relations between them were presented by onepts

maps and the tasks were ordered aording to revised Bloom's taxonomy.

So it beame possible to evaluate the ognitive learning levels of the stu-

dents from simple remembering of information to analyzing and reating,

to improve the self-learning skills, the ability to searh for new information,

working in teams and ommuniation skills. The students had the oppor-

tunity to apply algorithms related to di�erent data strutures, memory and

time optimisation that are used in the business and to integrate di�erent

programming tehnologies in a projet.

1. Introdution. Mathematis is a fundamental intelletual tool in

omputing, but omputing is inreasingly used as a key omponent in mathe-

matial problem-solving. When we teah these two subjets�Programming and

ACM Computing Classi�ation System (1998): K.3.2, G.2.
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Disrete Mathematis, separately in Computer siene program at New Bulgar-

ian University it is very hard for the �rst year students not only to understand

them but to see the onnetion between the subjets and apply their knowledge

in pratie. Our point of view is that teahing by the onventional way does not

work mainly due to low interest and lak of study skills in students. But ombin-

ing onventional teahing, omputer aided learning, projet-based approah and

ollaboration work, we were able to make the proess more lear, strutured and

attrative for students [4, 5℄.

So we deided to integrate Disrete mathematis in Programming ourse

by adding a projet-based eduational element to develop deeper knowledge, skills

and ompetenes in both areas. That gave an opportunity for the students to work

in multidisiplinary environment and to apply knowledge from one subjet area

into another.

2. Purposes and Challenges of Projet-based Learning. Dur-

ing our experiene based on 9 years in teahing Disrete mathematis and Pro-

gramming to �rst year students we fae some very ommon issues that onern

the seondary eduation:

� lak of self learning skills;

� lak of searh and researh ompetenies;

� lak of ommuniation skills and team working apabilities;

� lak of interest to �nd the most e�etive approah for solving a problem;

� stiking to the ognitive learning level of remembering of information.

In order to overome these problems and to make programming and math-

ematis more attrative, understandable, pratial and useful for the students,

we introdued an interdisiplinary projet-based learning in the urriulum of the

programming ourse. Two math projets were proposed to the �rst year students

as part of their programming ourse��Modular arithmeti� and �Permutations�.

Here we will fous on the �rst one that aims to apply in pratie the onepts from

programming and modular arithmeti in a single projet. Some of the expeted

results are listed below:

� to develop knowledge in onepts like integer division with remainder, great-

est ommon divisor of integers, o-prime and prime numbers, ring of inte-

gers mod n and �nite �eld ;

� to write reliable, readable and reusable soure ode supported by omments

and tehnial doumentation;
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� to �nd the most appropriate data struture and the most e�etive solution to

a problem aording to memory and time of exeution (for example disrete

logarithm operation vs. exponentiation);

� to improve not only the algorithmi but abstrat thinking (for example set

vs. struture, array vs. dynami array or binary tree);

� to learn how to use version ontrol for software development and github;

� to develop quality assurane skills applying di�erent ases for aurateness

measurement of the system;

� to develop team work apabilities and ommuniation skills via ollaboration

and presentation;

� to integrate new and environmentally friendly external tehnologies in order

to re-boost the usability of the projet�HTML, CSS, SVG, XML, et.

� to reate arhiteture of software library and develop an user friendly inter-

fae for modular arithmeti alulator making researh on existing online

solutions.

One of the biggest hallenge faed in the projet is to develop ognitive

learning in students at all the six levels of the revised Bloom's taxonomy (re-

membering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, reating). If we start

from the �rst task to the last one we should learly see that we start from the

very �rst level�remembering of information till the last one�reating.

3. Projet Design by Conept Maps. Conept maps (CMs) rep-

resent the relationships between onepts, usually displayed as a diagram. They

are ommonly used as teahing and assessment tools in the proesses of teahing

and learning in order to enhane learners' knowledge and ompeteny. There are

several important advantages of CMs inluded in the eduation yle: graphial

representation of the basi onepts in the topi or in the ourse ontent; empha-

sizing the most important parts of the learning material; give teahers detailed

information about the learners' needs and an suggest the use of more appropriate

learning materials, as well as the most suitable order in whih these an be pre-

sented to the learners; an also stimulate learners' reative thinking. Beause of

the initial struture of CMs, they an be e�etively used to hierarhially organize

the ourse's topis, wherein the most important fats are presented at the top of

the map, while the less important ones�at the lower levels [12℄. This teahing

strategy helps students fous on the onept learning. Conepts are the orner

stones of the basi knowledge onstrution and deeper omprehension [12, 14, 15℄.
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Conept maps reate an opportunity to measure higher levels of knowledge and

ompeteny by using the revised Bloom's taxonomy [11, 13℄.

Our aim was to reate a projet that had to be ompleted by the students

in the frame of the programming ourse in �rst semester of their study and over

all the onepts desribed in the map for both subjet areas�programming and

modular arithmeti (Figure 1).

Programming

Program

Statement

Expression

Data

Variable

Data type

Sope

Funtion

Reursion

Control �ow

Modularity

Libraries

Strutures

Algorithms

Modular arithmeti

Set of integers (Z)

Prime number

Co-prime numbers

Ring of integers

mod n (Zn)

Finite �eld (Fn)

Fig. 1. Basi onepts in the projet

The projet tasks were developed on the CM given in Figure 2�3 (split for

better visualization) [1, 2, 3℄. The left-hand side of the CM shows the program-

ming main onepts that are involved in the ourse �Programming�, while the

right-hand side shows the modular arithmeti onepts inluded in the projet.

Both subjet areas meat eah other in the onepts Strutures (Data/Disrete)

and Algorithms [7℄.

Using this map the projet designer ould easily prepare and arrange the

assignments in the projet and after that the teaher ould make an assessment

and provide feedbak on the ourse and projet ompletion. In the projet we

have implemented the revised Bloom's levels of knowledge [11℄ in inreased order,

so the �rst assignment measures just remembering of the information, while the

last one measures the evaluation and reation levels. The projet follows the

so-alled �System of tasks methodology� [6℄ and the order and the di�ulty of

the tasks in the projet are prepared and seleted following a stritly designed

approah.
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4. Projet Content, Development and Student Results. The

projet ontains 15 assignments and it was given to the students in the third week

of the semester. They had 9 weeks to �nish it. The idea behind the assignments of

the projet is for the students to be able to learn and pratie the main onepts

from the two subjet areas�Programming and Modular arithmeti (Figure 1).

And not only that, but also to measure on whih ognitive learning level the

students are able to learn the onepts and whih of the onepts are harder for

them. Something more�the projet gives them an opportunity to pratie their

knowledge not only simulating some small problems during lasses. Eah of the

�fteenth assignments measures one or more onepts from the CM given in Figure

1 and ombines them for the two subjet areas.

The tasks from the projet are divided into �ve set of assignments�Ring

operations in Zn, Division in Zn, Exponentiation in Zn, Disrete logarithm in Zn,

Finite �eld Fn. Eah group is lassi�ed aording to the set of the onepts that

are required in both subjet areas, the ognitive learning level they measure, the

di�ulty of the task and the grade the students get if the task is ompleted.

All the assignments from number 1 till 4 are by the set of assignments

Ring operations in Zn and are requiring and measuring the same ognitive learn-

ing levels (remembering, understanding, applying) and onepts from both subjet

areas. They measure programming onepts data types, primitive and ompound

arrays, funtion de�nition, arithmeti operators, ontrol �ow operators, together

with mathematial onepts�ring of integers mod n, elements from the ring, op-

erations in the ring, division with reminder.

Ring operations in Zn

1. De�ne a C++ funtion that �lls in an array used to store the elements of Zn.

2. De�ne a C++ funtion that performs the operation addition of elements in Zn.

3. De�ne a C++ funtion that performs the operation subtration of elements in Zn.

4. De�ne a C++ funtion that performs the operation multipliation of elements in Zn.

Programming onepts Mathematial onepts

Cognitive learning

levels

Data types Ring of integers mod n (elements) Remembering

�primitive (int, bool) Ring of integers mod n (operations) Understanding

Funtion (de�nition) �addition Applying

Control �ow operators �negative

Arithmeti operators �subtration

�multipliation

Integer division with remainder

The projet starts with a trivial ase (Task 1 ) where the students have to
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Fig. 2. Projet onept map (split, part 1)
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Fig. 3. Projet onept map (split, part 2)
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�ll in an array with values that follow a given rule. In our ase we have the Zn

quotient ring and the number n of data items that should be known in order to

omplete the task is n. Students have to onstrut a dynami array and �ll it with

all possible reminders, whih an be obtained when dividing by n or in other words

with values from 0 till n− 1. This task should measure the level of remembering

of information, as the funtionality for �lling in an array with values is a task

that is trivial. The onepts that are trained here are data types and variables,

arrays, dynami arrays, funtion delaration, funtion de�nition, funtion all,

parameters passed by value, parameters passed by address, loops [8, 9, 10℄. The

task measures if the onept of quotient ring is learned.

The assignments from number 5 to 8 are from the set of assignments Di-

vision in Zn and they are designed to measure �rst �ve ognitive learning levels�

remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating. They measure and

apply the programming onept omparison operators and mathematial onepts

inverse and division operations in quotient ring, as well as greatest ommon divisor

of integers and o-prime numbers.

Division in Zn

5. De�ne a C++ funtion that �nds the pairs of elements in Zn with produt 1. Save the

found elements in a two-dimensional array. Save the �rst element in the �rst row and the

seond element�in the same olumn of the seond raw.

6. De�ne a C++ funtion that �nds the inverse of an element in Zn, if it exists. Use the

array from Task 5.

7. De�ne a C++ funtion, that �nds the inverse element of an element in Zn, if it exists.

Use B�ezout's Identity. Compare the omplexity with the one of Task 6.

8. De�ne a C++ funtion that performs division of elements in Zn when the operation is

de�ned, and −1 otherwise.

Programming onepts Mathematial onepts

Cognitive learning

levels

Data types Ring of integers mod n (elements) Remembering

�primitive (int, bool) Ring of integers mod n (operations) Understanding

Funtion (de�nition) �inverse Applying

Control �ow operators �division Analyzing (Task 7)

Arithmeti operators Greatest ommon divisor Evaluating (Task 7)

Comparison operators Co-prime numbers

The set of assignments Exponentiation in Zn, inludes only two assign-

ments with numbers 9 and 10. They measure the same ognitive learning levels,

but the assignments are with greater di�ulty and require understanding of more

omplex onepts�bitwise operators from programming, exponentiation operation

in quotient ring and binary expansion of integers from mathematis.
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Exponentiation in Zn

9. De�ne a C++ funtion that performs the exponentiation operation for an element in Zn,

based on à memory e�ient algorithm.

10. De�ne a C++ funtion that performs the exponentiation operation for an element in

Zn, based on the right to left binary method. Compare the omplexity with the one of Task 9.

Programming onepts Mathematial onepts

Cognitive learning

levels

Data type Ring of integers mod n (elements) Remembering

�primitive (int, bool) Ring of integers mod n (operations) Understanding

Funtion (de�nition) �exponentiation Applying

Control �ow operators Binary expansion of an integer Analyzing (Task 10)

Arithmeti operators Evaluating (Task 10)

Comparison operators

Bitwise operators

Disrete logarithm in Zn group onsists of three assignments and measures

the same �ve ognitive learning levels. The programming onepts are the same as

in the previous setion, but the mathematial onepts are new�disrete logarithm

and primitive root in Zn.

Disrete logarithm in Zn

11. De�ne a C++ funtion that heks if a given number is a primitive root in Zn.

12. De�ne a C++ funtion that �nds all primitive roots in Zn.

13. De�ne a C++ funtion that alulates a disrete logarithm in Zn if the operation is valid

and returns -1 otherwise. Compare the omplexity with the one of Task 10.

Programming onepts Mathematial onepts

Cognitive learning

levels

Data type Ring of integers mod n (elements) Remembering

�primitive (int, bool) Ring of integers mod n (operations) Understanding

�ompounded (array) �disrete logarithm Applying

Funtion (de�nition) Primitive root in Zn Analyzing (Task 13)

Control �ow operators Evaluating (Task 13)

Arithmeti operators

Comparison operators

The last setion measures all ognitive learning levels. The program-

ming onepts here are more omplex�user interation, modularity, libraries,

�owharts, memory optimization, time optimization, and the new mathematial

onept is �nite �eld with prime number of elements.
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Finite �eld Fn

14. De�ne a C++ funtion, that heks if Zn is a �nite �eld.

15. Create a onsole appliation for modular alulator. Compare the result with some of

the existing open soure solutions.

Programming onepts Mathematial onepts

Cognitive learning

levels

User interation Finite �eld (elements) Remembering

Modularity Finite �eld (operations) Understanding

Libraries Prime number Applying

Comments Analyzing (Task 15)

Flowhart Evaluating (Task 15)

Optimization Creating (Task 15)

�memory

�time

The projet de�nition onsists not only of list of tasks, but in the parts

where a more di�ult and nontrivial algorithm is required, we supply some the-

oretial notes. This notes are used in order to help or lead the students to the

right diretion and to the point where they should be able to searh or researh in

order to omplete the task. When measuring higher ognitive learning levels, the

projet assignments require from students to searh for more e�etive solution,

that is readable and requires less resoures and is enough lear to read. For exam-

ple some of the most e�ient algorithms in ryptography require high powering

of elements in the ring Zn. In other words if a ∈ Zn and m is a su�iently large

positive integer then our target is to ompute am for minimum time. Task 9 and

10 from the projet onern that problem and two approahes are given:

1) Find the smallest positive integer k, suh that ak ≡n 1 and then

am ≡n am mod k.

Example: Let n = 7, a = 3, m = 100. In Z7 we have

32 = 3.31 ≡7 2
33 = 3.32 ≡7 3.2 ≡7 6
34 = 3.33 ≡7 3.6 ≡7 4

35 = 3.34 ≡7 3.4 ≡7 5
36 = 3.35 ≡7 3.5 ≡7 1

and it follows that k = 6 and 3100 ≡7 3100 mod 6
≡7 34 ≡7 4.

2) Find the binary representation of m and ompute a, a2, a2
2

, a2
3

, . . . , a2
k−1

,

where k is the number of digits in binary representation of m.
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Example: Let n = 7, a = 3, m = 100. Then 100 = 64 + 32 + 4 = (1100100)2 , k = 7 and ompute:

32 = (31)2 ≡7 2
34 = (32)2 ≡7 22 ≡7 4
38 = (34)2 ≡7 42 ≡7 2

316 = (38)2 ≡7 22 ≡7 4
332 = (316)2 ≡7 42 ≡7 2
364 = (332)2 ≡7 22 ≡7 4

.

Hene

3100 = 364+32+4
≡7 4.2.4 ≡7 4.

These algorithms are demonstrated in the listing below whih presents an

illustrative realization with C++ written by students.

bool IsNumInRing ( int num, int SizeOfRing ) {

i f (num < SizeOfRing && num >= 0)

return true ;

return fa lse ;

}

int Powering ( int base , int power ) {

int r e s u l t = 1 ;

while ( power > 0)

{

r e s u l t *= base ;

power−−;

}

return r e s u l t ;

}

int FirstMethodFastPowering ( int SizeOfRing , int base , int power ) {

i f ( ! IsNumInRing ( base , SizeOfRing ) )

return −1;

else

{

int k = 2 ;

int r e s u l t = Powering ( base , k)% SizeOfRing ;

while ( r e s u l t != 1) {

k++;

r e s u l t = ( r e s u l t *base ) % SizeOfRing ;

}

return power % k ;

}

long long int SeondMethodFastPowering ( int num, int pwr2 ){

int x ;

long long int r e t = num;

int pwr = 1 << pwr2 ;

for ( x = 0 ; x < pwr ; x++)

r e t *= num;

return r e t ;

}

We evaluate the projet results with grades from 3 (fair) till 6 (exellent).

To be evaluated as fair, the students need to omplete the tasks up to 8 inlusive.
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For the higher grade good they need to omplete the tasks 9 and 10, for a very good

grade they have to propose solutions of tasks 11, 12, 13, and for exellent grade,

of tasks 14 and 15. Sine more than 60% of the students had made an attempt

to omplete the projet, this immediately helped them to get better results on

the �nal exam in the Programming ourse. We had around 10% fewer students

failed on the �nal exam ompared with students from previous years, when we

had not given them suh projets. There were a number of students who not only

solved the entire projet, but built additional funtionality in their projets and

solved tasks, they had reated themselves. With these students we reahed the

highest ognitive learning level�reation. They added visual e�ets to the projet

or saved the results in di�erent formats and di�erent soures. Out of all students

who failed the �nal exam 8% tried unsuessfully to solve the tasks, and around

30% did not try to work on the projet.

5. Conlusions. Using the onept map approah helped us to reate

a model of the learning ontent onneted with the subjet area, that is more

strutured, visible and helpful for the students. The omplexity of tasks is growing

from more trivial and easier assignments to more spei� and omplex ones. So

it is muh easier for us to hek what parts of the ontents are ompleted by the

students and what level of ognitive learning is ahieved. Taking a look at the

CM (Figure 2), we an make the following onlusions:

1) Most of the students were able to omplete the projet inlusive task 8 that

measures the applying and the analyzing levels.

2) Implementing a more omplex algorithm turned out to be di�ult for most

of the students�they were relutant to try tasks 9 and 10 whih measure the

highest ognitive learning levels (analyzing and evaluating).

3) Only 3% of the students were able to omplete the projet.

4) Conepts from C++ CM suh as bitwise operators, reursion, are the most

ritial parts in the projet.

5) Conepts from mathematis CM suh as fast power algorithms, prime root,

disrete logarithm and quotient �eld are the breaking points and only half of

the students were able to omplete the tasks onneted with them.

The projet gives an opportunity for the students to work in multidisi-

plinary environment and to apply knowledge from one subjet area into another

improving their study skills, to develop a real projet during their �rst semester

of eduation, whih an be used in their portfolio and last but not least�to work
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in a team and reate basi libraries, that an be reused in other ourses in their

studies, e. g., Cryptography.

We are planning to further pursue this projet-based learning idea and

develop onept maps for other math projets suh as �Analytial geometry�,

�Permutations� and �Finite automaton�.
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